Person-centred care for patients with dementia in hospital 1
Crying: Descriptions include crying, tears and weeping.
-0.400 The person will tell you: Patients are able to say that they are distressed, such as describing an emotion.
0.168
Agitation: The words 'agitation' or 'agitated' are used; verbal or physical agitation is described.
-0.384 Body language or posture: Including descriptions of a patient waving, pointing or putting hands to their head.
0.159
Unsettled, fidgety, not relaxed, fiddling: Being unsettled was described; descriptions include fiddling, fidgeting, fussing with items, tearing items, pulling at clothing or equipment, being flustered or unable to settle.
-0.320 Face or facial expression.
0.130
Aggression: The terms 'aggression' or 'aggressive' were used without further description.
Descriptions included.
-0. 
0.093
Empathise: Trying to understand, tuning in to what is troubling them, getting into their mind-set or universe; telling them they understand.
-0.137 Talking: Sharing conversation and stories; included talking whilst walking.
0.091
A cup of tea.
-0.130 Leave them: included allowing space for the patient to let off steam or wind down, being hands off, allowing them liberty, not stopping somebody from wandering, staff keeping their distance for the safety of colleagues or patients.
Touch: included holding a person's hand or offering a hug.
-0.127 Mirroring: Mirroring the person, their actions or volume; described building off each other.
0.069
Body language: listed without further explanation, meaning staff used their body language in their response.
-0.123 Identify the cause or reason for distress: identifying the problem or the need; fathoming, working out or getting to the grounds of the distress.
0.057 
0.148
Sitting with, being with, engaging with. Included descriptions of giving attention and being a person without uniform or equipment.
-0.099 Change the member of staff: Included changing to a more familiar staff member or changing to a male or female staff member.
0.117
All/any responses: Anything, everything or all of them was listed.
-0.076 Talking: sharing conversation, chatting, communicating.
0.114
Activities.
-0.067 Sometimes can't help: Staff said they sometimes couldn't help, sometimes nothing works or a response doesn't work; responses that work are never guaranteed.
0.093
